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 While with the exception of the last game all of the original cast will reprise their roles and be back for the sequel, the
supporting characters of the original series have been getting their own game. In this review I'm going to talk about Witchcraft

4, the final part of the Witchcraft series. I'll also talk about the game's DLC and endings. This also will be an old, but interesting
article, so read and enjoy! Gameplay: Witchcraft 4's gameplay follows the pattern of the previous games and uses the classic

combat system with a third dimensional perspective and a different battle mechanics. The game is a bit more difficult than the
previous games in that the enemies have more health and the storyline is longer. The game also seems to have higher difficulty,

requiring much more effort than the previous games. Of course that also means that it takes longer to complete the game and the
trophies. I did not find any tricks to finish the game in less than 30 hours, but there are definitely some tricks to take less time.

The game is a third-person-perspective game and the controls are pretty standard. There are movement, attack, and other
actions, but most of the time it's all about timing. Your main goal is to make your opponents' attacks hit them at the correct

timing and to dodge their attacks. You will need to work on dodging since it is the key element to the gameplay. The attacks can
only be done when the enemy is in range and usually they have a timing of their own so you will need to wait until they are up
for your attack to hit them. That timing becomes even more important because of the enemy's double attacks, that make the

damage double and that are harder to dodge. Like with most RPG games, the controls for the allies and enemies are different.
The allies' attacks and the enemies' attacks are controlled by "A", "B", "X", "Y", "Z" and the "Square" button respectively. The

order in which they are used determines the attack and the action you are going to do. The triangle button can be used to pull off
special moves and items. The circular button will make an ally go invisible. The square will make the ally attack. The button

combinations can also be used to cancel an action, pull off special moves, or go invisible. The gameplay is easier in the
beginning since you will be able to attack and dodge almost any of the enemy's attacks, but after a while, 82157476af
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